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248 - ERIN EWING
'Supply Chain Management' illustrates the key drivers of good supply chain management in order to
help students understand what creates a competitive advantage. It also provides strong coverage of
analytic skills so that students can gauge the eﬀectiveness of the techniques described.
Popular Science gives our readers the information and tools to improve their technology and their
world. The core belief that Popular Science and our readers share: The future is going to be better,
and science and technology are the driving forces that will help make it better.
The College Physics for AP(R) Courses text is designed to engage students in their exploration of
physics and help them apply these concepts to the Advanced Placement(R) test. This book is Learning List-approved for AP(R) Physics courses. The text and images in this book are grayscale.
Longlisted for the National Book Award New York Times Bestseller A former Wall Street quant sounds
an alarm on the mathematical models that pervade modern life -- and threaten to rip apart our social fabric We live in the age of the algorithm. Increasingly, the decisions that aﬀect our lives--where
we go to school, whether we get a car loan, how much we pay for health insurance--are being made
not by humans, but by mathematical models. In theory, this should lead to greater fairness: Everyone is judged according to the same rules, and bias is eliminated. But as Cathy O'Neil reveals in this
urgent and necessary book, the opposite is true. The models being used today are opaque, unregulated, and uncontestable, even when they're wrong. Most troubling, they reinforce discrimination: If
a poor student can't get a loan because a lending model deems him too risky (by virtue of his zip
code), he's then cut oﬀ from the kind of education that could pull him out of poverty, and a vicious
spiral ensues. Models are propping up the lucky and punishing the downtrodden, creating a "toxic
cocktail for democracy." Welcome to the dark side of Big Data. Tracing the arc of a person's life,
O'Neil exposes the black box models that shape our future, both as individuals and as a society. These "weapons of math destruction" score teachers and students, sort r sum s, grant (or deny) loans,
evaluate workers, target voters, set parole, and monitor our health. O'Neil calls on modelers to take
more responsibility for their algorithms and on policy makers to regulate their use. But in the end,
it's up to us to become more savvy about the models that govern our lives. This important book empowers us to ask the tough questions, uncover the truth, and demand change. -- Longlist for National Book Award (Non-Fiction) -- Goodreads, semi-ﬁnalist for the 2016 Goodreads Choice Awards (Science and Technology) -- Kirkus, Best Books of 2016 -- New York Times, 100 Notable Books of 2016
(Non-Fiction) -- The Guardian, Best Books of 2016 -- WBUR's "On Point," Best Books of 2016: Staﬀ

Picks -- Boston Globe, Best Books of 2016, Non-Fiction
This 5th ed. is an update and expansion of the 1989 4th ed. This EPA manual provides health professionals with information on the health hazards of pesticides currently in use, and current consensus
recommendations for management of poisonings and injuries caused by them. As with previous updates, this new ed. incorporates new pesticide products that are not necessarily widely known
among health professionals. Contents: (1) General Information: Introduction; General Principles in
the Management of Acute Pesticide Poisonings; Environmental and Occupational History; (2) Insecticides; (3) Herbicides; (4) Other Pesticides; (5) Index of Signs and Symptoms; Index of Pesticide Products. Charts and tables.
A supplemental textbook for middle and high school students, Hoosiers and the American Story provides intimate views of individuals and places in Indiana set within themes from American history.
During the frontier days when Americans battled with and exiled native peoples from the East, Indiana was on the leading edge of America’s westward expansion. As waves of immigrants swept across
the Appalachians and eastern waterways, Indiana became established as both a crossroads and as a
vital part of Middle America. Indiana’s stories illuminate the history of American agriculture, wars, industrialization, ethnic conﬂicts, technological improvements, political battles, transportation networks, economic shifts, social welfare initiatives, and more. In so doing, they elucidate large national
issues so that students can relate personally to the ideas and events that comprise American history. At the same time, the stories shed light on what it means to be a Hoosier, today and in the past.
This 1998 book introduces the basics of engineering design and analysis for beginning chemical engineering undergraduate students.
Two strengths distinguish this textbook from others. One is its presentation of subjects in the contexts wherein they occur. The other is its use of current events. Other improvements have shortened
and simpliﬁed chapters, increased the numbers and types of pedagogical supplements, and expanded the international appeal of examples.
From dirt bikes and jet skis to weed wackers and snowblowers, machines powered by small gas engines have become a permanent—and loud—ﬁxture in American culture. But ﬁfty years of high-speed fun and pristine lawns have not come without cost. In the ﬁrst comprehensive history of the
small-bore engine and the technology it powers, Paul R. Josephson explores the political, environmental, and public health issues surrounding one of America's most dangerous pastimes. Each
chapter tells the story of an ecosystem within the United States and the devices that wreak havoc
on it—personal watercraft (PWCs) on inland lakes and rivers; all-terrain vehicles (ATVs) in deserts
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and forests; lawn mowers and leaf blowers in suburbia. In addition to environmental impacts, Josephson discusses the development and promotion of these technologies, the legal and regulatory eﬀorts
made to improve their safety and environmental soundness, and the role of owners' clubs in encouraging responsible operation. Synthesizing information from medical journals, recent environmental
research, nongovernmental organizations, and manufacturers, Josephson's compelling history leads
to one irrefutable conclusion: these machines cannot be operated without loss of life and loss of habitat.
An upbeat cultural evaluation of the sources of illogical decisions explores the reasons why irrational
thought often overcomes level-headed practices, oﬀering insight into the structural patterns that
cause people to make the same mistakes repeatedly. 150,000 ﬁrst printing.
Achieve success in your physics course by making the most of what PHYSICS FOR SCIENTISTS AND
ENGINEERS has to oﬀer. From a host of in-text features to a range of outstanding technology resources, you'll have everything you need to understand the natural forces and principles of physics.
Throughout every chapter, the authors have built in a wide range of examples, exercises, and illustrations that will help you understand the laws of physics AND succeed in your course! Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
For undergraduate and graduate courses in strategy. In today's economy, gaining and sustaining a
competitive advantage is harder than ever. Strategic Management captures the complexity of the
current business environment and delivers the latest skills and concepts with unrivaled clarity, helping students develop their own cutting-edge strategy through skill-developing exercises. The Fifteenth Edition has been thoroughly updated and revised with current research and concepts. This
edition includes 29 new cases and end-of- chapter material, including added exercises and review
questions. MyManagementLab for Strategic Management is a total learning package. MyManagementLab is an online homework, tutorial, and assessment program that truly engages students in
learning. It helps students better prepare for class, quizzes, and exams-resulting in better performance in the course-and provides educators a dynamic set of tools for gauging individual and class
progress.
A clear, immediately useful presentation of the radical changes that organizations must accomplish
if they are to succeed in transforming themselves into world-class 21st-century competitors.
"This is a special international edition of an established title widely used by colleges and universities
throughout the world. Pearson Education International published this special edition for the beneﬁt
of students outside the United States and Canada."--BOOK JACKET.
When faced with productivity problems in the workplace, engineers might call for better machines,
and management might call for better-trained people, but ergonomists call for a better interface and
better interaction between the user and the machine. Introduction to Ergonomics, 2nd Edition, provides a comprehensive introduction to ergonomics as the study of the relationship between people
and their working environment. The author presents evidence from ﬁeld trials, studies and experiments that demonstrate the value of ergonomics in making the workplace safer, more error resistant, and compatible with users' characteristics and psychological and social needs. Evidence for the
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eﬀectiveness of each topic is incorporated throughout the book as well, which helps practitioners to
make the case for company investment in ergonomics. In addition, the author outlines international
standards for ergonomics that inﬂuence engineering and design and pave the way for a more precise form of practice. Extensively revised and updated, this second edition explains the main areas
of application, the science that underpins these applications, and demonstrates the cost-eﬀectiveness of implementing the applications in a wide variety of work settings.
In Cory Doctorow's wildly successful Little Brother, young Marcus Yallow was arbitrarily detained and
brutalized by the government in the wake of a terrorist attack on San Francisco—an experience that
led him to become a leader of the whole movement of technologically clued-in teenagers, ﬁghting
back against the tyrannical security state. A few years later, California's economy collapses, but Marcus's hacktivist past lands him a job as webmaster for a crusading politician who promises reform.
Soon his former nemesis Masha emerges from the political underground to gift him with a thumbdrive containing a Wikileaks-style cable-dump of hard evidence of corporate and governmental
perﬁdy. It's incendiary stuﬀ—and if Masha goes missing, Marcus is supposed to release it to the
world. Then Marcus sees Masha being kidnapped by the same government agents who detained and
tortured Marcus years earlier. Marcus can leak the archive Masha gave him—but he can't admit to
being the leaker, because that will cost his employer the election. He's surrounded by friends who remember what he did a few years ago and regard him as a hacker hero. He can't even attend a demonstration without being dragged onstage and handed a mike. He's not at all sure that just dumping the archive onto the Internet, before he's gone through its millions of words, is the right thing to
do. Meanwhile, people are beginning to shadow him, people who look like they're used to inﬂicting
pain until they get the answers they want. Fast-moving, passionate, and as current as next week,
Homeland is every bit the equal of Little Brother—a paean to activism, to courage, to the drive to
make the world a better place. At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital
Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
Earth Day celebrates our beautiful planet and calls us to act on its behalf. Some people spend the
day planting ﬂowers or trees. Others organize neighborhood clean-ups, go on nature walks, or make
recycled crafts. Readers will discover how a shared holiday can have multiple traditions and be celebrated in all sorts of ways.
This edition of Swokowski's text is truly as its name implies: a classic. Groundbreaking in every way
when ﬁrst published, this book is a simple, straightforward, direct calculus text. It's popularity is directly due to its broad use of applications, the easy-to-understand writing style, and the wealth of examples and exercises which reinforce conceptualization of the subject matter. The author wrote this
text with three objectives in mind. The ﬁrst was to make the book more student-oriented by expanding discussions and providing more examples and ﬁgures to help clarify concepts. To further aid students, guidelines for solving problems were added in many sections of the text. The second objective was to stress the usefulness of calculus by means of modern applications of derivatives and integrals. The third objective, to make the text as accurate and error-free as possible, was accomplished
by a careful examination of the exposition, combined with a thorough checking of each example and
exercise.
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The second edition of Automobile Mechanical and Electrical Systems concentrates on core technologies to provide the essential information required to understand how diﬀerent vehicle systems work.
It gives a complete overview of the components and workings of a vehicle from the engine through
to the chassis and electronics. It also explains the necessary tools and equipment needed in eﬀective car maintenance and repair, and relevant safety procedures are included throughout. Designed
to make learning easier, this book contains: Photographs, ﬂow charts and quick reference tables Detailed diagrams and clear descriptions that simplify the more complicated topics and aid revision
Useful features throughout, including deﬁnitions, key facts and ‘safety ﬁrst’ considerations. In full
colour and with support materials from the author’s website (www.automotive-technology.org), this
is the guide no student enrolled on an automotive maintenance and repair course should be without.
START-UP NATION addresses the trillion dollar question: How is it that Israel-- a country of 7.1 million, only 60 years old, surrounded by enemies, in a constant state of war since its founding, with no
natural resources-- produces more start-up companies than large, peaceful, and stable nations like
Japan, China, India, Korea, Canada and the UK? With the savvy of foreign policy insiders, Senor and
Singer examine the lessons of the country's adversity-driven culture, which ﬂattens hierarchy and elevates informality-- all backed up by government policies focused on innovation. In a world where
economies as diverse as Ireland, Singapore and Dubai have tried to re-create the "Israel eﬀect",
there are entrepreneurial lessons well worth noting. As America reboots its own economy and can-do spirit, there's never been a better time to look at this remarkable and resilient nation for some impressive, surprising clues.
Accounting Information Systems provides a comprehensive knowledgebase of the systems that generate, evaluate, summarize, and report accounting information. Balancing technical concepts and
student comprehension, this textbook introduces only the most-necessary technology in a clear and
accessible style. The text focuses on business processes and accounting and IT controls, and includes discussion of relevant aspects of ethics and corporate governance. Relatable real-world examples and abundant end-of-chapter resources reinforce Accounting Information Systems (AIS) concepts and their use in day-to-day operation. Now in its fourth edition, this popular textbook explains
IT controls using the AICPA Trust Services Principles framework—a comprehensive yet easy-to-understand framework of IT controls—and allows for incorporating hands-on learning to complement theoretical concepts. A full set of pedagogical features enables students to easily comprehend the material, understand data ﬂow diagrams and document ﬂowcharts, discuss case studies and examples,
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and successfully answer end-of-chapter questions. The book’s focus on ease of use, and its straightforward presentation of business processes and related controls, make it an ideal primary text for
business or accounting students in AIS courses.
This book provides a comprehensive overview of how to strategically manage the movement and
storage of products or materials from any point in the manufacturing process to customer fulﬁllment. Topics covered include important tools for strategic decision making, transport, packaging,
warehousing, retailing, customer services and future trends. An introduction to logistics Provides
practical applications Discusses trends and new strategies in major parts of the logistic industry
Previously published as one volume under same title.
Winner in its ﬁrst edition of the Best New Undergraduate Textbook by the Professional and Scholarly
Publishing Division of the American Association of Publishers (AAP), Kosky, et al is the ﬁrst text oﬀering an introduction to the major engineering ﬁelds, and the engineering design process, with an interdisciplinary case study approach. It introduces the fundamental physical, chemical and material
bases for all engineering work and presents the engineering design process using examples and
hands-on projects. Organized in two parts to cover both the concepts and practice of engineering:
Part I, Minds On, introduces the fundamental physical, chemical and material bases for all engineering work while Part II, Hands On, provides opportunity to do design projects An Engineering Ethics
Decision Matrix is introduced in Chapter 1 and used throughout the book to pose ethical challenges
and explore ethical decision-making in an engineering context Lists of "Top Engineering Achievements" and "Top Engineering Challenges" help put the material in context and show engineering as
a vibrant discipline involved in solving societal problems New to this edition: Additional discussions
on what engineers do, and the distinctions between engineers, technicians, and managers (Chapter
1) New coverage of Renewable Energy and Environmental Engineering helps emphasize the emerging interest in Sustainable Engineering New discussions of Six Sigma in the Design section, and expanded material on writing technical reports Re-organized and updated chapters in Part I to more
closely align with speciﬁc engineering disciplines new end of chapter excercises throughout the book
Widely praised for its balanced treatment of computer ethics, Ethics for the Information Age oﬀers a
modern presentation of the moral controversies surrounding information technology. Topics such as
privacy and intellectual property are explored through multiple ethical theories, encouraging readers
to think critically about these issues and to make their own ethical decisions.
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